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MNI POLITICAL RISK ANALYSIS - US Daily Brief 07-02-23  
By Adam Burrowes 

 

The White House 

09:00 ET 14:00 GMT President Biden receives his Daily Briefing  

21:00 ET 02:00 GMT The President addresses the peoples’ representatives in Congress at the State of the 

Union 

 

Elections Countdown:  

❖ 2024 Presidential Election: 637 days 

 

 

State of the Union 

21:00 ET 02:00 GMT: President Joe Biden will make a play for the political centre ground and 

soft launch his 2024 re-election campaign when he delivers his State of the Union speech in 

front of the Republican controlled House of Representatives this evening. 

• Biden will lean heavily on the legislative accomplishment of his administration and tout 

low unemployment, improved inflation data, and increased optimism that the US will 

avoid a recession.  

• The President will also use the podium to address national security concerns over the 

Chinese spy balloon and attempt to deflect criticism that his administration is soft on 

China. 

White House National Economic Council Director Brian Deese said in a preview of the speech 

that Biden will stress his economic vision rejects “the trickle-down economic philosophy that 

has pervaded thinking for years and decades in the past.” 

• Biden will instead repeat the White House mantra that the administration seeks to build 

the economy from the “middle-out” and “bottom-up.” 

Deese said the Biden, “uniquely understands that we have a lot more work to do when it comes 

to the economy” and that big three pieces of Democrat legislation – The Inflation Reduction 

Act, the CHIPS and Science Act, and the Bipartisan Infrastructure Act – will begin to have an 

impact on Americans in 2023. 

• Biden will also argue that his administration desires a return to bipartisan governance 

and draw a contrast with a Republican Party he will claim exacerbates partisan 

squabbles to the detriment of the country.  

• Deese says that Biden will ask, “…whether Republicans are prepared to step up and 

work with him on a number of economic policy issues.” 
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Biden will maintain the White House position that raising the debt ceiling and government 

spending are issues to be considered separately, and raising the debt ceiling must never be 

used as a bargaining chip to extract concessions.  

• He is expected to again challenge House Speaker Kevin McCarthy (R-CA) to present 

a plan for dealing with the deficit to be discussed via the conventional budgetary 

channels.  

• Biden is also expected to push for stricter gun control, universal pre-K, child care, and 

other social spending measures scrapped from last year’s Build Back Better 

legislation.  

• He will announce guidance to ensure materials and labour for federal infrastructure 

projects are sourced in the United States as part of his “Build America Buy America” 

initiative following a White House statement yesterday: “Once finalized, these 

standards will apply to virtually all infrastructure spending supported by Federal 

financial assistance—not simply roads and bridges, but also buildings, water 

infrastructure and high-speed internet.” 

China  

White House National Security Council Spokesperson John Kirby told reporters yesterday that 

the incident with the Chinese balloon “has not helped improve relations" but "nothing has 

changed about President Biden's view that the US-China is a very important bilateral 

relationship." 

• Kirby said that US authorities will study the balloon to gain clarity of China’s 

“capabilities and intents,” adding that the "information from the Chinese balloon will 

prove to be valuable." 

Kirby said, "nobody wants to see conflict in wake of balloon incident," but he and the State 

Department Spokesperson Ned Price declined to provide an update on when US Secretary of 

State Antony Blinken may reschedule his diplomatic trip to China. 

• Kirby: "When the time is right we will discuss what a future visit by [Blinken] will look 

like." 

Price told reporters: “You have to remember, the Secretary’s planned travel to Beijing was an 

outgrowth of the multi-hour meeting that President Biden and that President Xi of China had 

in November of last year on the sidelines of the G20 in Bali.”   

• Price: “This was to have been a fairly broad, wide-ranging discussion on constructing 

a floor below the relationship and… seek out additional cooperation in areas that are 

profoundly of interest to us and the rest of the world… Now, all of those things continue 

to be important. But… by engaging in this flagrant violation of our national sovereignty 

[…] the PRC in effect undermined the point of what was to have been that face-to-face 

diplomacy…. I suspect there will be opportunities going forward for the Secretary to 

engage in that face-to-face diplomacy. After all, we didn’t cancel this meeting, we 

postponed it.”   
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The administration is currently walking a tightrope trying to managing a hyper-hawkish Capitol 

Hill calling for greater action to prevent Chinese espionage and attempt repairs to the already 

fraying relationship between the US and China.   

• Politico: “The incident brought the bipartisan Capitol Hill consensus of a China threat 

into U.S. living rooms via days of nonstop live TV news coverage. And has provided 

red meat for lawmakers on both sides of the aisle who want the Biden administration 

to take a harder line with Beijing due to what they say is now-undeniable proof of 

China’s danger to U.S. national security.” 

• Lyle Morris, former country director for China at the Office of the Secretary of Defense, 

said that although the Chinese response has so far been uncharacteristically contrite, 

“you’re going to see the end of the apology circuit and see the beginning of a counter 

narrative of [Beijing] blaming the U.S.” for the incident. 

 

Congressional Business 

The House will meet at 10:00 ET 15:00 GMT 

The Senate will meet at 15:00 ET 20:00 GMT 

Committee Schedule –  

➢ 10:00 ET 15:00 GMT: HOUSE Financial Services Meeting: “Combatting the Economic Threat 

from China” 

➢ 10:00 ET 15:00 GMT: House Energy and Commerce Hearing: "Unleashing American Energy, 

Lowering Energy Costs, and Strengthening Supply Chains" (Subcommittee on Environment, 

Manufacturing, and Critical Materials and Subcommittee on Energy, Climate, and Grid...” 

 

Debt Ceiling 

House Speaker Kevin McCarthy (R-CA) delivered a press conference yesterday to outline 

his position on the debt ceiling negotiations ahead of President Biden’s State of the Union 

speech.  

• McCarthy pledged that defence, Social Security, and Medicare would be insulated 

from Republican plans to cut government spending and promised, “we’re not raising 

any taxes. I want to be very clear with that.” 

McCarthy: "Mr. President, it's time to get to work… We must commit to finding common 

ground on a responsible debt limit increase. Finding compromise is exactly how governing in 

America is supposed to work, and exactly what the American people voted for just three 

months ago.” 

• McCarthy defended the use of the debt ceiling as negotiating chip: “Debt limit 

debates have been used for nearly every successful attempt to reform federal 

spending in living history. Why? Because the problem only gets solved when both 

parties come to the table.”  
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White House spokesperson Andrew Bates said in a statement ahead of McCarthy’s remarks: 

“House Republicans are threatening to actively throw our economy into a tailspin with a 

default – which they have a non-negotiable, Constitutional duty to prevent – unless they can 

further cut Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid. It’s utterly backwards.” 

• McCarthy responded: “Defaulting on our debt is not an option. But neither is a future 

of higher taxes, higher interest rates and an economy that doesn’t work for working 

Americans.”  

Inflation Reduction Act 

Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen will today meet with German Economy Minister Robert 

Habeck and French Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire for discussions on the Inflation 

Reduction Act and the European legislative response, the Green Deal Industrial Plan.  

• Habeck said yesterday that there was a chance a “de facto” free trade agreement 

could be reached between Europe and the United States to mitigate harms to 

European companies.  

Habeck: "I can imagine that there will be agreements in certain sectors that have the same 

effect as equal treatment. And then I would be satisfied. One should not be picky about it… if 

it is not a free trade agreement, but a regulatory framework where the same goods are 

valued equally in the same market, then what we actually need has been achieved." 

• Habeck identified critical minerals for green tech, batteries, and semiconductors as 

one such area where an agreement could be reached to decrease dependency on 

China.  

• The trilateral meeting comes ahead of an EU summit on Thursday where diplomats 

are expected to discuss the European response to the IRA.  

• A spokesperson for Volkswagen told Reuters: "The special summit [ Feb 9] should 

send the signal that the European response to the U.S. IRA will be a European IRA, 

comparable in instruments, scope and measures.” 

Republican News 

Puck has reported that Florida Governor Ron DeSantis (R-FL) is continuing to make moves 

consistent with a 2024 president campaign.  

• Puck writes that two well-regarded GOP consultants, Phil Cox and Liesl Hickey, have 

been “staffing up for what appears to be a DeSantis-blessed super PAC.” 

• Politico reports that GOP lawmakers in Florida are helping the DeSantis 

administration tie up some loose ends, “taking steps to undercut or nix legal 

challenges against some of DeSantis’ signature programs [and] helping him resolve 

a year-long feud with Disney.” 

Energy Security 

The House Energy and Commerce Committee will today hold a hearing entitled, “Unleashing 

American Energy, Lowering Energy Costs, and Strengthening Supply Chains.” 
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• The hearing will cover a range of legislation include a resolution stating that the 

“Federal Government should not impose any restrictions on the export of crude oil or 

other petroleum products.” 

• Legislation to “repeal the natural gas tax contained in Sec. 136 of the Clean Air 

• Act (CAA).” 

• Legislation to “prohibit a moratorium on the use of hydraulic fracturing unless such 

moratorium is authorized by an Act of Congress.” 

• Legislation to “establish a more uniform, transparent, and modern process to authorize 

the construction, connection, operation, and maintenance of international border-

crossing facilities for the import and export of oil and natural gas and the transmission 

of electricity.” 

• A bill to compel the Secretary of Energy to conduct “an assessment of the nation’s 

supply of critical energy resources…” 

• Legislation “to repeal all restrictions on the import and export of natural gas.” 

• The committee will also hear a resolution expressing “disapproval of President Biden’s 

revocation of the Presidential permit for the Keystone XL pipeline.” 

Poll of the Day 

Langer Research and ABC have released a report showing that a majority of Americans 

believe that the debt ceiling and government spending should be considered as separate 

issues.   

• ABC: “Biden has a wide advantage on one urgent and contentious issue, the debt 

ceiling. Just 26 percent of Americans adopt McCarthy’s position that Congress should 

allow the government to pay its debts only if the administration agrees to cut federal 

spending. A broad 65 percent instead align with Biden’s view that the issues of debt 

payment and federal spending should be handled separately.”  

Chart 1: Debt Ceiling and Federal Spending 

 

Source: Langer Research/ABC News 
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